Whose shadow is whose?
Match Groundhog and his friends with their shadows.

Groundhog’s Dilemma
By Kristen Remenar and
Illustrated by Matt Faulkner
If Groundhog sees his shadow, it means six more weeks of winter. If he can’t find his shadow, it means an early spring.

Can you help Groundhog find his shadow?
Groundhog’s got a lot on his mind what with predicting the weather and trying to please his friends. Can you help him sort his thoughts?

Find the words that Groundhog needs.

Making promises he can’t guarantee makes Groundhog popular, but when February 2nd dawns, can Groundhog deliver?
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Some of Groundhog’s friends want an early spring; some want winter to last. Can Groundhog really control the weather?

Color Groundhog and his friends, cut them out, glue them to popsicle sticks, and put on a puppet show to solve Groundhog’s dilemma!